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Synopsis

Aliens are real—and that’s just the lucky break Eddie Hart needs. Eddie couldn’t have lost his job at a worse time. His family has been hit with a medical emergency and his son’s and daughter’s college tuition is looming over him. He’s broke, too old to start over, and desperate. Until he discovers an unexpected solution to his troubles. An extraterrestrial solution. Aliens are here, and they’re hiring.
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Customer Reviews

I stayed up till 3:30 am reading last night and then had it for breakfast this morning. Wayyyyy better than sleep or food. Mr. Belateche is a very original story teller. I’ve been reading books since I was about seven and I’m now 61. I can’t think of any other book that is anything like this one. I don’t want to say anything about the story because that is one of the beautiful things about it. You keep thinking, “what the check is going on here????” Just know that the characters are rich and fully developed. You care about all of them. The story is fast paced, intense, a little scary, and impossible to put down. I thought the title was a little cheesy until I finished it. It’s actually perfect but the story is
so much more complex and interesting than the typical abduction stories. Great job Mr. Belateche. You and I are now picturing the movie. Hurry and read this one folks. If you love high adventure, or sci first, or just plain old appreciate great writing and a great story.

I love this author. This book had me reading in the middle of the night.... In my driveway.... I could not put it down. High anxiety. Shocking twists and turns and an ending I could live with. Highly. Highly. Highly recommend. -- Nansi.

I just finished it and I can't stop thinking about it. The story is frightening, engaging and beautifully told. A must read. This is classic science fiction told with a modern sensibility. Real characters face real problems and discover unorthodox solutions. I was immediately drawn into the main character's life and I had to keep turning the pages to find out what was going to happen next. This is truly a fantastic work of fiction!

A fantastic story. I was sucked into Eddie Hart’s life and couldn’t wait to turn the pages. This is what science fiction stories are meant to be and what they used to be. Realistic, centered on human problems, but heightened by a great science fiction premise. This is my third book by Belateche, and each has a unique voice, strong plotting and leaves you pleased. This one was particularly touching. As a book lover, I highly recommend it.

This book is poignant and suspenseful. The marvelous writing brings the characters to life and propels the story forward at warp speed. I loved every minute of it. I recommend this to readers who crave emotion, intrigue and elegant writing with their science fiction.

This was remarkable storytelling. Captivating and entertaining. Another reviewer made the comparison to Breaking Bad, and it’s a good comparison. If Breaking Bad were a science fiction novel, it would be Alien Abduction. Breaking Bad felt fresh and original when it first aired, and that’s how this feels. A fresh and original science fiction story. The book has the same irresistible mix of smart plotting, great characters, and compelling twists. The haunting story will stick with you way after you finish it.

A great story that I wasn’t able to put down. A tale about a family in crisis, told with a sci fi spin. Unique, gripping and well told. This was my third book by Belateche and like the others I found it
was an original take on classic material. This one was particularly realistic when it came to the characters. I fell in love with them and feared for them at every turn.

Take a completely conventional family going through some extremely challenging, trying times, and these are characters you can care about deeply, and superimpose them on a somewhat "out of this world " scenario and what you get, IMHO is a tour de force of writing by a, clearly, gifted writer. Having, currently, an extremely busy work schedule, most of my reading these days is canvassing titles for future consideration. There was, however, no "not finishing " this book, and the reason was the fascination of the other worldly element, again, foisted on the completely recognizable characters and conventional situation they found themselves in. Hats off to Mr Belateche.
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